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A B S T R A C T

Background: Epidemiological and experimental evidence suggests that higher folate intake is associated with decreased colorectal cancer (CRC) risk;
however, the mechanisms underlying this relationship are not fully understood. Genetic variation that may have a direct or indirect impact on folate
metabolism can provide insights into folate’s role in CRC.
Objectives: Our aim was to perform a genome-wide interaction analysis to identify genetic variants that may modify the association of folate on CRC risk.
Methods: We applied traditional case-control logistic regression, joint 3-degree of freedom, and a 2-step weighted hypothesis approach to test the in-
teractions of common variants (allele frequency >1%) across the genome and dietary folate, folic acid supplement use, and total folate in relation to risk
of CRC in 30,550 cases and 42,336 controls from 51 studies from 3 genetic consortia (CCFR, CORECT, GECCO).
Results: Inverse associations of dietary, total folate, and folic acid supplement with CRC were found (odds ratio [OR]: 0.93; 95% confidence interval
[CI]: 0.90, 0.96; and 0.91; 95% CI: 0.89, 0.94 per quartile higher intake, and 0.82 (95% CI: 0.78, 0.88) for users compared with nonusers, respectively).
Interactions (P-interaction < 5�10-8) of folic acid supplement and variants in the 3p25.2 locus (in the region of Synapsin II [SYN2]/tissue inhibitor of
metalloproteinase 4 [TIMP4]) were found using traditional interaction analysis, with variant rs150924902 (located upstream to SYN2) showing the
strongest interaction. In stratified analyses by rs150924902 genotypes, folate supplementation was associated with decreased CRC risk among those
carrying the TT genotype (OR: 0.82; 95% CI: 0.79, 0.86) but increased CRC risk among those carrying the TA genotype (OR: 1.63; 95% CI: 1.29, 2.05),
suggesting a qualitative interaction (P-interaction ¼ 1.4�10-8). No interactions were observed for dietary and total folate.
Conclusions: Variation in 3p25.2 locus may modify the association of folate supplement with CRC risk. Experimental studies and studies incorporating
other relevant omics data are warranted to validate this finding.

Keywords: folate, folic acid, colorectal cancer, CRC, genome-wide, interaction, GWIS, European, SYN2, synapsin, TIMP4, tissue inhibitor of
metalloproteinase 4
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) represents a major public health concern,
being the third most common cancer worldwide with nearly 2 million
incident cases and the second cause of cancer death in 2020 [1]. Human
diet, being a source of substances with heterogeneous effects that have
the potential to alter colonocyte metabolism and affect tumorigenesis,
is particularly important for CRC risk [2]. Considering its functional
roles, folate has gained considerable attention over the years in the field
of CRC research [3]. Folate contributes to DNA biosynthesis, repair
and methylation, and key processes in cellular homeostasis, with direct
implications in terms of carcinogenesis. Experimental evidence sup-
ports the preventive effect of folic acid in carcinogenesis; nevertheless,
it has been postulated that folic acid may have a dual role in normal and
neoplastic colorectal tissues and that excess folate might enhance the
progression of already existing premalignant and malignant lesions
[4–7]. Epidemiological studies generally report inverse associations of
folate intake with CRC, whereas studies of circulating folate concen-
trations have found mixed associations [8–14]. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that a latency period exists for folate intake, beyond
which no benefit is observed [15].

Until recently, more than 200 common genetic variants have been
identified in genome-wide association studies (GWASs) of CRC risk,
with a total contribution of common variants to the familial risk esti-
mated to be nearly 20% [16–20]. Investigating the interaction between
genetic variants and environmental factors may lead to the unveiling of
novel genetic loci and capture part of the missing heritability [21].
Previous studies were limited to a few single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) in candidate genes in the folate-mediated one--
carbon metabolism (FOCM) pathway and have largely shown
inconsistent interactions [22–28].

Gene-by-folate interaction may explain some of the observed in-
consistencies and can add biological insights on the role of folate in
colorectal carcinogenesis. We therefore performed a genome-wide
interaction analysis to identify SNPs that may modify the effects of
dietary and total folate and folic acid supplementation on CRC risk.
Moreover, by pooling data from 51 studies in the largest sample
available to date, we provide the most robust estimate on the marginal
associations of folate with CRC risk.

Methods

Study participants
We included data from a total of 30,550 cases and 42,336 controls

from 51 studies contributing to 3 consortia—the multicentered Colon
Cancer Family Registry (CCFR), the Genetics and Epidemiology of
Colorectal Cancer Consortium (GECCO), and the Colorectal Trans-
disciplinary Study (CORECT) (Supplemental Table 1 and Supple-
mental Figure 1). Controls were matched on age, sex, race/ethnicity,
and enrollment date/trial group, when applicable. Cases were defined
as colorectal adenocarcinoma or advanced adenomas (defined as an
adenoma 1 cm or larger in diameter and/or with tubulovillous, villous,
or high-grade dysplasia/carcinoma-in-situ histology—including 2474
cases with advanced adenomas) and were confirmed by medical re-
cords, pathological reports, or death certificate information. For the
small subset of advanced adenoma cases, matched controls were polyp-
free as displayed via sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy at the time of
adenoma selection. All participants gave written informed consent, and
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the studies were approved by their respective Institutional Review
Boards. Description of the study design and details on the GWAS has
been previously described [27,29].
Exposure assessment
Interviews and/or structured questionnaires were used to obtain

information on demographics and environmental risk factors. A
multistep data harmonization procedure was carried out at the GECCO
coordinating center (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center),
reconciling each study’s unique protocols and data collection in-
struments as described previously [30–32]. Dietary folate was esti-
mated within each study, at the reference time (usually the time period 1
to 2 y prior to diagnosis or selection for case-control studies and at time
of enrollment or blood collection for cohort studies), by linking items
from food frequency questionnaires or diet history, with nutrient da-
tabases, accounting for folate fortification when applicable (e.g., in-
formation collected in US studies after the year 1998). Folate and folic
acid intake in each study was determined based on micrograms per day
(μg/d) of folate from foods (i.e., dietary folate) or supplements (single
or multivitamins). Supplemental folate intake was estimated using
actual quantities when available, otherwise assumed to be doses of 400
μg/d. To account for the higher bioavailability of synthetic folic acid
compared with natural food folate, we calculated total folate intake as
dietary folate equivalents (total μg dietary folate equivalents [DFE] ¼
μg of dietary folate þ 1.7 � μg folic acid from supplements) [33].
Because the times of enrollment for Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, &
Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO), VITamin And Lifestyle
Study, and Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) overlapped or followed
the period of folic acid fortification (1996–1998), these studies
accounted for folic acid fortification when calculating dietary folate
intake and entered dietary folate intake as μg of natural food folate þ
1.7� μg folic acid from fortified food. We performed separate analyses
considering folic acid supplement intake as a binary variable (yes/no).
Similarly, food frequency questionnaires and diet histories were used to
ascertain diet-related exposures and total energy consumption (kcal/d)
at the reference time. The harmonized alcohol intake variable was
expressed as grams per day and categorized into 2 groups: nondrinkers
(�1 g/d) and drinkers (>1 g/d). Standing height and body weight were
also ascertained at the reference time, and BMI was calculated as the
weight (kg) of each participant divided by the square of the height (m2)
and scaled to reflect a 5 kg/m2 increment. Smoking history was defined
as never- and ever-smoking.

Participant characteristics by disease status, for all the different
exposures are presented in Supplemental Table 2.
Genotyping, quality assurance/control, and imputation
Details on quality control and genotyping have been previously

described [16,29]. Participants were excluded based on genotyping call
rates (<97%), heterozygosity, duplicates or next of kin individuals, and
discrepancies between self-reported and genotypic sex. We limited
analyses to individuals of European ancestry as determined by
self-reported race and principal components clustering with 1000 Ge-
nomes EUR super-populations [34]. We excluded markers based on
missing call rates (>2–5%), departure from Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium (P value < 1�10-4), and discordant genotype calls within
duplicate samples. Genotypes were imputed to the Haplotype Refer-
ence Consortium (HRC version r1.1) using the University of Michigan
Imputation Server [35,36]. To facilitate data management and analyses,
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genotypes were converted into a binary format using the BinaryDosage
R package (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/BinaryDosage).
We filtered imputed SNPs based on imputation accuracy of R2 > 0.8
and minor allele frequency (MAF) >1%. A total of over 7.2 million
SNPs were retained after imputation and quality control. Principal
component analysis for population stratification assessment was per-
formed using PLINK1.9 on 30,000 randomly selected imputed SNPs
with MAF and R2 over 5% and 0.99, respectively [16,29].
Statistical methods
Directly genotyped SNPs were coded as 0, 1, or 2 copies of the

variant allele, whereas for imputed SNPs, the expected number of
copies of the variant allele (“dosages”) were used, and log-additive
effects were assumed for each SNP [37].

Folate intake variables (μg/d) were coded as sex- and study-specific
quartiles prior to modeling. Study-specific associations of folate on
CRC outcomes were evaluated using logistic regression models
adjusted for age at referent time, sex, and total energy consumption
(kcal/d). In sensitivity analyses, models were further adjusted by BMI
and smoking status (never/ever), established risk factors for CRC.
Estimates were combined using random-effects meta-analysis (Har-
tung-Knapp) to obtain summary odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) across studies (when we repeated the analysis using
other models [i.e., restricted maximum-likelihood and DerSimonian-
Laird], the results were identical) [38]. Heterogeneity was quantified
using the inconsistency index (I2), and funnel plots were used to
identify studies with outlying estimates [39]. Models were fit for all
participants and stratified by study design, sex, tumor site (proximal
colon, distal colon, and rectum), and regular alcohol use (ever
compared with never drinkers) to further investigate any potential ef-
fect modification by ethanol. Stratified analyses were also performed
by levels of alcohol intake (never drinker, 1–28; ever drinker,>28 g of
ethanol daily) and years to CRC diagnosis (<0, 0–1, 1–2, 2–5, >5
years).

Multiplicative statistical interactions for each SNP (G) and folate
(E) were investigated using the standard logistic regression analysis
(GxE), a 3-degree of freedom (3DF) joint test (which simultaneously
tests the marginal associations of G with CRC [D|G], the GxE inter-
action term, and the G by E correlation [G|E] in the combined case and
control set), and a weighted hypothesis 2-step approach [40,41]. In
brief, the 2-step approach uses a screening step (step 1) prior to GxE
interaction testing (step 2), to decrease multiple testing burden and
improve power. In step 1, or screening step, all SNPs are ordered by
increasing P values based on a combination statistic of D|G and G|E. In
step 2, a weighted hypothesis testing approach takes place that orders
the SNPs based on lowest P value from step 1: SNPs ranked higher in
step 1 screening have more lenient alpha thresholds for the interaction
test and SNPs ranked lower in step 1 screening have more stringent
thresholds such that the overall genome-wide type I error rate for the
interaction test is maintained. For primary analyses, a significance
threshold of 2�10-8 was utilized to account for our use of 3 testing
procedures [42,43]. In secondary analyses, statistical interactions were
investigated using a 2-degree of freedom (2DF) joint chi-square test
(simultaneously testing the D|G association and the GxE interaction
term), and a case-only G by E correlation analysis (G|Ecase-only) [44,45].
Interaction loci completely driven by previously known GWAS loci for
CRC were filtered out to highlight new loci identified by these
methods; these loci (n ¼ 203) were analyzed separately, and a Bon-
ferroni correction for multiple comparisons was applied (0.05/203
known loci ¼ 0.00025) [16,20]. Similarly, 3DF and 2DF findings that
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were only driven by the G|D or G|E association were filtered out. For
secondary analyses, an interaction was considered suggestive if it
yielded P value < 5�10-8.

Significant interaction loci were assessed in stratified analyses by
study design, sex, tumor site (proximal colon, distal colon, and rectum),
and tumor molecular subtypes, including CpG island methylator
phenotype (CIMP), microsatellite instability (MSI), and B-Raf proto-
oncogene, serine/threonine kinase (BRAF) and KRAS proto-
oncogene, GTPase (KRAS) mutation status. The CIMP, MSI, BRAF,
and KRAS status was determined using specific markers assessed by
polymerase chain reaction, sequencing, or immunohistochemistry and
was available for a subset of 5342 cases [46]. In the analyses by tumor
molecular subtypes, P values < 0.05 were considered significant.

The functional role of any statistically significant interaction loci
was investigated to establish their potential to regulate gene expression,
using functional information from more than 40 genetically diverse
human CRC specimens (examining whether the top findings per locus
colocalize with transcriptionally active regions) [47]. Potential
expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) associations were explored
using the eQTLGen, Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx v8), and the
University of Barcelona and University of Virginia genotyping and
RNA sequencing (BarcUVa-Seq) project dataset, which is comprised
of 445 epithelium-enriched healthy colon biopsies. Interaction models
using the BarcUVa-Seq data were fit for the gene expression using the
standardized gene expression value and with the gene expression
broken into groups of 2, 3, or 4 based on the distribution of the
expression values [48–50].

All analyses were performed using R (version 4.0.5). The genome-
wide interaction scans were performed using the GxEScanR
package [51].
Systematic review of gene-by-folate interactions for CRC
A systematic literature review was performed to summarize

commonly studied gene-by-folate interactions. Medline was searched
via PubMed (EB), using search terms related to folate, interaction, and
CRC to identify primary studies reporting on gene-by-folate in-
teractions up to 11 August, 2022. Systematic reviews and meta-
analyses and studies on non-European populations (or of unknown
ancestry), nonadvanced adenoma or CRC cases, and gene-gene or
folate by other risk factor interaction were excluded.

Results

Dietary folate and CRC
In the pooled analysis an inverse association was found between

dietary folate and CRC (OR per quartile higher dietary folate intake:
0.93; 95% CI: 0.90, 0.96; I2: 41%). The association was similar by
study design, tumor site, and years to CRC diagnosis but was stronger
in males than females (P-heterogeneity ¼ 0.02) and marginally
stronger among ever drinkers compare with never drinkers (P-hetero-
geneity ¼ 0.08) (Figure 1, Supplemental Table 3). Results were similar
in sensitivity analyses, further adjusting by BMI and smoking status
(Supplemental Figure 2). No significant interaction loci were identified
in the primary analyses, namely the standard GxE, the 2-step approach,
or the 3DF analysis.
Total folate and CRC
Total folate was inversely associated with CRC in the pooled

analysis (OR per quartile higher total folate intake: 0.91; 95% CI: 0.89,

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/BinaryDosage


FIGURE 1. Summary of the random-effects meta-analysis results on the association between folate intake and colorectal cancer risk. CRC, colorectal cancer;
I2, inconsistency index.
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0.94; I2: 34%). The association was similar by study design, anatomical
location of the tumor, alcohol use, and years to CRC diagnosis but was
stronger in male participants than female (P-heterogeneity ¼ 0.01)
(Figure 1; Supplemental Table 3). Results were similar in sensitivity
analyses, further adjusting by BMI and smoking status (Supplemental
Figure 3). Like in the dietary folate analyses, no significant interaction
loci were identified in the primary analyses.

Folic acid supplement use and CRC
For folic acid supplement use, an inverse association with CRC was

found in the pooled analysis (OR for users compared with nonusers:
0.82; 95% CI: 0.78, 0.88; I2: 24%). Results were similar in the analyses
TABLE 1
Summary of the genome-wide interaction loci (P < 5�10-8) of folic acid supplem
analyses

rsID Chr Position Band A1 A2

rs150924902 3 12041456 p25.2 T A
rs1291413 6 23445253 p22.3 T A

A1, effect allele; A2, reference allele; Band, chromosomal band; Chr, chromosom
P value of 3DF test (H0: βGxE¼βD|G¼δG¼0); PG|E, case-only, P value of genetic comp
freedom (DF) test (H0: βGxE¼βD|G¼0); Position, base pair position; rsID, single n
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stratified by study design, sex, anatomical location of the tumor,
alcohol use, and years to CRC diagnosis (Figure 1, Supplemental
Table 3).

An interaction was found in the standard GxE analysis between
folic acid supplement and variants in the 3p25.2 locus, near the Syn-
apsin II (SYN2)/tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 4 (TIMP4) region,
with rs150924902 (chr3:12041456) being the variant showing the
strongest interaction (P-interaction ¼ 1.44�10-8) (Table 1, Figure 2).
In the stratified analyses of folic acid supplement and CRC by geno-
types of rs150924902, the association was inverse among those car-
rying the TT genotype (OR: 0.82; 95% CI: 0.79, 0.86) and positive
among those carrying the TA genotype (OR: 1.63; 95% CI: 1.29, 2.05),
ent intake (yes/no) on colorectal cancer (CRC) risk from the common variant

Primary GxE testing Secondary GxE testing

PGxE P3DF PG|E, case-only P2DF

1.44�10-8 1.76�10-7 3.36�10-5 5.21�10-8

7.98�10-4 1.80�10-5 4.94�10-8 3.49�10-3

e; PGxE, P value of interaction component for CRC risk (H0: βGxE¼0); P3DF,
onent for the exposure among cases (H0: δG¼0); P2DF, P value of 2-degree of
ucleotide polymorphism rs number.



FIGURE 2. Functional annotation and locus zoom plots of the 2 loci that interacted with folic acid supplement to alter risk of colorectal cancer: (A) variant
chr3:12041456 (rs150924902); (B) variant chr6:23445253 (rs1291413). The Manhattan plots (left) provide an overview of the genome-wide interaction scan
(GWIS) results, and the locus zoom plots (middle) display regional information centered around the top GWIS findings. The functional annotation plot (right)
shows how the top findings per locus colocalize to transcriptionally active regions (peaks), using different markers of chromatin accessibility (ATAC-seq, Assay
for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing; DHS, DNase I hypersensitive sites; H3K27ac, acetylation of the lysine residue at N-terminal position
27 of the histone H3 protein; H3K4me1, mono-methylation at the 4th lysine residue of the histone H3 protein), and information from genetically diverse human
CRC specimens. SYN2, Synapsin II; TAMM41, TAM41 mitochondrial translocator assembly and maintenance homolog; TIMP4, tissue inhibitor of metal-
loproteinase 4.

TABLE 2
Odds ratios for colorectal cancer stratified by interaction loci genotypes and folic acid supplement use

chr3:12041456,
rs150924902,
3p25.2

chr6:23445253,
rs1291413, 6p22.3

TT TA AA TT TA AA

Folic acid supplement¼No reference 0.82 (0.70, 0.95) 0.02 (0, 100) reference 1.02 (0.97, 1.08) 1.08 (1.02, 1.15)
P ¼ 0.010 P ¼ 0.35 P ¼ 0.38 P ¼ 0.015

Folic acid supplement¼Yes 0.82 (0.79-0.86) 1.33 (1.11, 1.58) 0.36 (0.04, 3.33) 0.91 (0.85, 0.97) 0.84 (0.79, 0.89) 0.83 (0.77, 0.90)
P ¼ 9.1�10-21 P ¼ 0.002 P ¼ 0.37 P ¼ 0.004 P ¼ 1.5�10-8 P ¼ 4.6�10-6

E param by G:
Folic acid supplement (yes vs. no) 0.82 (0.79, 0.86) 1.63 (1.29, 2.05) 24.03 (0, 208,977) 0.91 (0.85, 0.97) 0.82 (0.78, 0.87) 0.77 (0.70, 0.83)

P ¼ 9.1�10-21 P ¼ 4�10-5 P ¼ 0.49 P ¼ 0.004 P ¼ 2.1�10-12 P ¼ 8.7�10-10

G param by E:
Folic acid supplement¼No reference 0.82 (0.70, 0.95) 0.02 (0, 100.02) reference 1.02 (0.97, 1.08) 1.08 (1.02, 1.15)

P ¼ 0.010 P ¼ 1.2�10-7 P ¼ 0.38 P ¼ 0.017
Folic acid supplement¼Yes reference 1.61 (1.35, 1.93) 0.44 (0.05, 4.05) reference 0.93 (0.87, 0.99) 0.91 (0.84, 0.99)

P ¼ 0.35 P ¼ 0.47 P ¼ 0.015 P ¼ 0.032
Counts (Ca/Co):
Folic acid supplement¼No 14,692/20,921 305/582 0/3 4494/6737 7377/10,583 3126/4186
Folic acid supplement¼Yes 8716/13315 288/317 1/3 3064/4405 4343/6743 1597/2486

Estimates represent odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals adjusted for age at baseline, sex, study, genotyping platform, and the first 3 principal components.
Number of case/control counts were calculated by imputed genotype probabilities. Ca, cases; Co, controls; E, exposure (folic acid supplement); G, genotype;
param, parameterized.
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suggesting a qualitative interaction (Table 2). Too few individuals
carried the AA genotype to estimate risk within this group (Table 2).
Similar interaction associations were observed in the analyses stratified
by study type, sex, and tumor site (Supplemental Table 4).
rs150924902 was not associated with colon tissue gene expression in
the GTEx v8 data; however, variants in linkage disequilibrium with
rs150924902 were eQTLs in other tissues, such as the esophagus
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muscularis and skeletal muscle (Supplemental Tables 5, 6). There was
some evidence for enhanced chromatin accessibility—for variants in
the locus of SYN2 that are correlated with rs150924902—in CRC cell
lines and several tissues (Figure 2, Supplemental Table 7). Genes near
variant rs150924902 identified via the BarcUVa-Seq dataset were
SYN2, TIMP4, and TAM41 mitochondrial translocator assembly and
maintenance homolog (TAMM41), of which a significant interaction
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with folate supplementation was found only for TIMP4. The protective
effect of supplemental folate intake remained significant for the group
with low TIMP4 expression but was nonsignificant for the group with
positive TIMP4 expression (Supplemental Table 8). In the analyses
stratified by molecular subtypes, the interaction was statistically sig-
nificant only when comparing BRAF-mutated cases to controls, but the
heterogeneity analysis comparing BRAF mutated to nonmutated cases
was not statistically significant (Supplemental Table 9).

Using the 2-step or the 3DF approach and filtering out the loci that
were only driven by the G|D or G|E association, no interaction loci
were found. None of the known CRC loci produced significant in-
teractions with folate supplement, or the other folate exposures, after
correcting for multiple comparisons (Supplemental Table 10).

In secondary analyses, using the G|E case-only analysis, a statisti-
cally significant interaction was found with variants near the 6p22.3
locus, with rs1291413 (chr6:23445253) being the variant that showed
the most significant interaction (Table 1, Figure 2). In the analyses of
folic acid supplement and CRC stratified by genotypes of rs1291413,
there was an inverse association among those carrying the TT genotype
(OR: 0.91; 95% CI: 0.85, 0.97), which was stronger among those
carrying 1 copy of the A allele (OR: 0.82; 95% CI: 0.78, 0.87), and
even stronger among those carrying 2 copies of the A allele (OR: 0.77;
95% CI: 0.70, 0.83) (Table 2). Similar interaction patterns were
observed in the analyses stratified by study design, sex, and tumor site
(Supplemental Table 4). Variant rs1291413 is located in an intergenic
region, and little evidence was found for a regulatory role on gene
expression or enhanced chromatin accessibility (Figure 2, Supple-
mental Tables 5–7). No gene near variant rs1291413 was identified in
the BarcUVa-Seq dataset. The association was evident in the analyses
comparing nonmutated BRAF, nonmutated KRAS, individuals with a
negative MSI status, and individuals with a positive CIMP status
compared with controls, but there was a suggested heterogeneity only
by the CIMP status (P-interaction ¼ 0.05) (Supplemental Table 9).
Summary of commonly studied gene-by-folate
interactions for CRC

A summary of the previously commonly studied genetic variants for
interaction with folate and CRC is presented in Supplemental Table 11.
Initial search yielded 479 nonduplicate studies, and after title and ab-
stract screening (EB), 41 were assessed in the full-text screening, of
which 13 were included [23-25,27,28,52–59]. The identified studies,
which included 196 to 9723 cases, focused on candidate genes in the
FOCM pathway, such as methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase
(MTHFR), 5-methyltetrahydrofolate-homocysteine methyltransferase
(MTR), and DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), or known CRC loci.
Most of the studies reported null results or a few weak associations with
P values for interaction ranging from 0.002 to 0.05.

Discussion

We investigated the interaction of folate with common variants
across the genome, in the largest sample available to date. Novel in-
teractions of folic acid supplement use with common variants near the
3p25.2 locus in relation to CRC risk were found, with functional
follow-up analyses providing some evidence of a regulatory role for
gene expression. In secondary analysis, a statistically significant
interaction was found with variants near the 6p22.3 locus. Furthermore,
our pooled analyses, based on the largest sample available to date,
including more than 30,000 CRC cases and 40,000 controls,
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strengthens the overall evidence for an inverse association between
folate and CRC risk.

In line with previous studies, the results of our pooled analysis
support an inverse association of folate (total, dietary, and supplement)
with overall CRC and subtypes (proximal colon, distal colon, and rectal
cancer) [8,15]. Furthermore, the estimates were similar for dietary and
total folate (including both dietary and supplemental folate), supporting
the notion that folate may be effective for CRC prevention even at
regular levels of intake that can be achieved through the diet [3].
Mandatory folic acid fortification, like the one implemented in the
United States in the mid-1990s, resulted in a substantial increase in
bioavailable folate at the population level (2.5-fold increase in the
overall US population within a decade) [3,60]. However, in our anal-
ysis, study-specific estimates were largely similar across studies from
countries with different fortification policies. We found only a slightly
larger association for total folate in comparison to dietary folate, which
could be attributed to the fact that supplement folate intakes may be
more accurately measured [61,62]. Observational studies investigating
the association of total folate on CRC have provided estimates com-
parable to the ones reported in the present study, but randomized
controlled trials have reported null results or showed some benefit only
among individuals with low folate at baseline [8,10,63]. It must be
noted, however, that such trials typically have short follow-up periods
(2.3 to 6.7 y), whereas it has been suggested that a longer latency period
before CRC diagnosis may exist for the protective effect of folate to
manifest [15]. A recently published analysis in the Nurses’ Health
Study, with 36 y of follow-up and regular intermediate dietary as-
sessments, provided evidence to support the presence of a latency
period of at least 12 y [15]. The researchers found a decrease in CRC
risk only 12 to 24 y before diagnosis for total folate (7% to 17%
decreased risk per 400 DFE/d, depending on the latency period) and a
9% decrease in CRC risk for synthetic folic acid 16 to 20 y before
diagnosis [15].

Two interaction loci with folic acid supplementation were found:
rs150924902 (3p25.2) near the SYN2 region, which emerged in the
primary GxE analysis, and rs1291413 (an intergenic variant near the
6p22.3 locus) from a secondary (G|E case-only) analysis. It has been
suggested that folate is involved in the synthesis of monoamine
neurotransmitters, such as serotonin and dopamine, and experi-
mental studies have shown that folic acid bioavailability might have
an impact on their in vivo concentrations [64,65]. Accumulating
evidence suggest that deregulation of the serotonergic system might
be associated with CRC via its effects on DNA repair and immune
response mechanisms [66]. SYN2 codes for a neuron-specific phos-
phoprotein that selectively binds to small synaptic vesicles in the
presynaptic nerve terminal [67]. Genetic variation in the region of
SYN2 might induce abnormal presynaptic function, thus modulating
dopamine and serotonin release [68]. SYN2 has been previously
associated with glioblastoma and prostate cancer, but little evidence
is available to date to support a role of SYN2 in CRC [69,70]. A
recent bioinformatics analysis on 3 glioblastoma-related microarray
datasets from the Gene Expression Omnibus and The Cancer
Genome Atlas identified SYN2 as a hub gene among the differen-
tially expressed genes, with RNA and protein levels of SYN2 being
downregulated in glioblastoma tissues and high expression of SYN2
associated with better overall survival among patients with glio-
blastoma [69]. However, no interaction was found for SYN2 in
relation to folate supplementation using the BarcUVa-Seq data.
Interestingly, another cancer-associated gene, TIMP4, located within
an intron of SYN2 and transcribed in the opposite direction, was
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found to interact with folic acid supplement use and alter risk of
CRC [71]. Folate availability has been shown to alter plasma ho-
mocysteine, and hyperhomocysteinemia might induce an imbalance
between the activity of matrix metalloproteinase 9 and TIMP4 [72,
73]. TIMP4 is a member of a family of extracellular matrix metal-
loproteinase inhibitors that has been shown to modulate processes
such as cell differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis [74]. TIMP4
is overexpressed in several cancers, including colorectal, and its
expression was found to correlate with longer patient survival (in
rectal cancer) [75,76].

Little evidence was found to support a role of locus 6p22.3 in CRC;
nevertheless, several novel transcripts are located within 500 kb, with
long noncoding RNA ENSG00000289368 (spanning approximately
100 kb on either side of the interaction variant, on the reverse strand)
and ENSG00000235743 (approximately 40 kb upwards of the inter-
action variant) being the closest ones.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate gene-by-
folate interactions on a genome-wide scale. Previous studies were
small and most included a few hundred cases, and they focused their
investigation on a limited number of genetic loci, typically in the
FOCM pathway [22–26]. These studies often reported null results or a
few nominal associations (i.e., common variants in the DNA methyl-
transferase 1 [DNMT1], MTHFR, 5-methyltetrahydrofolate-homocys-
teine methyltransferase reductase [MTRR], and thymidylate
synthetase [TYMS] genes), with no adjustment for multiple compari-
sons [22,24,26]. A potential interaction was reported in a case-control
study including 1331 cases and 1501 controls from the PLCO cohort
for a variant (rs244072 at locus 20q13.12) in the region of adenosine
deaminase (ADA) in relation to risk of advanced colorectal adenoma
[25]. The association was evident only among individuals in the lowest
quartile of dietary folate intake (OR per C allele: 2.33; 95% CI: 1.60,
3.50; P: 2.37x10-5) and remained statistically significant after a
permutation-based adjustment for multiple comparisons [25]. Another
study in the WHI Observational Study cohort (including 821 incident
CRC case-control matched pairs) that focused on 30 FOCM genes
found significant interactions for variants in DNA methyltransferase 3
alpha (DNMT3A) (locus 2p23.3) with plasma folate, and DNMT1
(locus 19p13.2) with red blood cell folate (false discovery rate adjusted
q-value was 0.02 for both interaction loci) [23]. Among the most
studied loci are C677T (rs1801133) and A1298C (rs1801131), in the
region of MTHFR, for which an interaction with folate has been sug-
gested [77]. We failed to confirm the above associations, which indicate
that they might have been false positive findings attributed to popu-
lation or exposure-measurement differences, small sample sizes, and
inadequate control for false positive findings, all inherent limitations of
candidate gene studies. Previous pooled analyses that were based on
primary studies participating in the CCFR, CORECT, GECCO con-
sortia, based on a relatively small subset of the participants included in
our study (up to 9160 cases), focused the interaction analysis on known
risk loci for CRC with dietary folate and only found nominal associ-
ations that did not remain after adjustment for multiple comparisons
[27,28].

Among the strengths of our study is the large sample size and
the comprehensive analyses for overall CRC and subtypes. Further-
more, novel, sophisticated statistical methods were used to
investigate interactions with common variants, which limits the
multiple-comparison burden. In addition, strict quality-control pro-
tocols were applied from data collection to analysis, including
harmonization of the folate exposure data, to minimize potential
sources of bias. We acknowledge that measurement error in the
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self-reported exposure assessments may have occurred. Additionally,
because most of the primary studies in our analysis did not have
follow-up measurements, we used a single measurement of folate
intake (and potential confounders) at the reference time for all pri-
mary studies; this misses changes that may have occurred over the life
course of participants and past exposures (i.e., alcohol intake was
based on intake at reference time, capturing most recent intakes;
however, in some cases, nondrinkers could be former drinkers).
Another limitation is that our analysis is based exclusively on Euro-
pean ancestry populations, which limits the generalizability of the
results. No interactions reached statistical significance for dietary and
total folate intake, which could be partly attributed to the fact that
other exposure variables (such as alcohol) or genetic loci (e.g., folate
metabolizing enzymes) may act as additional effect modifiers and to
bioavailability differences of the synthetic folic acid compared with
natural folate. Folic acid is often found in multivitamins, and we
cannot rule out the possibility that the interaction could be due to
some other nutrient in multivitamins or a behavior related to multi-
vitamin use. Exploratory analyses to investigate the above hypotheses
would be underpowered (substantially limiting the number of cases
per stratum) and hence were not included in the present study.

The findings of our study suggest that genetic variation in the region
of 3p25.2 might modify the association of folate with CRC risk.
Experimental studies and studies incorporating other relevant omics
data are warranted to validate this finding.
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